Focused Electrospray Deposition for Matrix-assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization Mass Spectrometry
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Focused electrospray (FES) deposition method is presented for matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) mass spectrometry. FES ion optics consists of two cylindrical focusing electrodes capped with a truncated conical electrode through which an electrospray emitter passes along the cylindrical axis. A spray of charged droplets is focused onto a sample well on a MALDI target plate under atmospheric pressure. The shape and size distributions of matrix crystals are visualized by scanning electron microscope and the mass spectra are obtained by time-of-flight mass spectrometry. Angiotensin II, bradykinin, and substance P are used as test samples, while α-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid and dihydroxybenzoic acid are employed as matrices. FES of a sample/matrix mixture produces fine crystal grains on a 1–3 mm spot and reproducibly yields the mass spectra with little shot-to-shot and spot-to-spot variations. Although FES greatly stabilizes the signals, the space charge due to matrix ions limits the detection sensitivity of peptides. To avoid the space charge problem, we adopted a dual FES/FES mode, which separately deposits matrix and sample by FES in sequence. The dual FES/FES mode reaches the detection sensitivity of 0.88 amol, enabling ultrasensitive detection of peptides by homogeneously depositing matrix and sample under atmospheric pressure.
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Introduction

Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) mass spectrometry (MS) is widely used for peptide identification and protein quantification. However, the detection sensitivity is greatly influenced by the method of sample preparation. One of the most commonly employed sample preparation methods is the so-called ‘dried-droplet’ (DD) deposition, which places a drop or droplets of a sample/matrix mixture on a MALDI target plate to dry in air. The slow drying of droplets produces sample/matrix co-crystals which are heterodisperse in size, nonuniform in shape, and inhomogeneously distributed on the target with large clusters agglomerated around the periphery. As a result, the MALDI-MS signals show significant shot-to-shot and spot-to-spot fluctuations, which limits the detection sensitivity. This detection sensitivity issue originating from the slow sample drying has been addressed by a number of approaches, such as fast solvent evaporation, matrix deposition by sublimation, and sample and matrix deposition by electrospray. The fast evaporation method first applies matrix dissolved in a volatile solvent to the target plate to form a thin matrix film and then loads a sample solution on top of the film. Although the detection sensitivity is greatly enhanced, the signal reproducibility is hardly improved because the multi-component samples are often segregated into nonhomogenous domains on the target plate. The matrix sublimation method applies matrix vapor sublimed at high temperature on the sample plate under the reduced pressure to deposit a fine, homogeneous matrix on the surface. However, a droplet of sample solution loaded on top of this film dissolves the matrix to yield sample/matrix crystals similar to those from DD deposition. On the other hand, the ES deposition method applies a mist of charged droplets onto the target to form fine crystal grains evenly distributed across the spot. Consequently, the MALDI-MS signals are very reproducible with little shot-to-shot and spot-to-spot variations; however, the detection sensitivity is severely reduced because the electrospray disperses the sample over a wide area. If the diverging spray were collected onto a small well, the detection sensitivity would be greatly improved. To this end, we need to focus charged droplets onto a spot under atmospheric pressure. A number of electrostatic lens assemblies have been reported to date for collimating charged droplets from electrospray ionization (ESI) source. An ion funnel collimates ions under vacuum after passing through a sampling capillary. A venturi device increases the transmission efficiency of ions through a sampling orifice under atmospheric pressure. Recently, an electrostatic ion optics has been assembled to fabricate thin structured film on a solid substrate. Nevertheless, an atmospheric ion focusing device for ES deposition has rarely been applied to the MALDI sample preparation. Here, we report the focused electrospray (FES) deposition of sample on a MALDI target plate under atmospheric pressure.

We describe the basic design and operating conditions of FES, show the sample morphology, and present the advantages of FES on detection linearity and sensitivity. The sample morphology was characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and the MALDI mass spectra were taken with reflection time-of-flight (TOF) MS. Both angiotensin II and bradykinin were used as test samples, and either α-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (HCCA) or dihydroxybenzoic acid (DHB) was employed as matrix. The performance of FES was evaluated by applying sample and matrix in two different modes: A single
FES mode deposited a sample/matrix mixture by FES and a dual FES/FES mode separately deposited matrix and sample by FES. The dual FES/FES mode provided strong signals with enhanced detection sensitivity and linearity. However, there was a shortcoming: Electroosay-induced electrochemical oxidation of peptides was enhanced by dual FES. We characterized the effect of FES on electrochemical oxidation of substance P containing methionine.

**Experimental**

**Reagents and materials.** Angiotensin II (DRVYIHPF), bradykinin (RPPGFSPFR), substance P ([H]-RPQPPQFGLM-(NH2)), α-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (HCCA), dihydroxybenzoic acid (DHB), trifluoroacetic acid (TFA, sequencing grade), and formic acid (FA, sequencing grade) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Modified trypsin (sequencing grade) was obtained from Promega (Madison, WI). Acetonitrile (HPLC grade) was from Fisher Scientific (Fair Lawn, NJ). Water was purified with a Milli-Q Plus purification system (Millipore, Bedford, MA). All other chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used without further purification.

**Matrix and peptide solutions.** Matrix (HCCA or DHB) was dissolved in 1:1 acetonitrile/water (v/v) containing 0.1% TFA to a concentration of 5.0 μg mL⁻¹. Standard peptide (angiotensin II, bradykinin, or substance P) was dissolved in 1:1 acetonitrile/water containing 0.1% TFA to a concentration of 1.0 pmol mL⁻¹.

**Focused electrospray device.** An FES setup is shown in Figure 1a, the geometry of ion optics in Figure 1b, and a three-dimensional view of the potential grid and simulated ion trajectories in Figure 1c. The ion optics consisted of a truncated, cone-shaped non-slip contact lens and two cylindrical focusing electrodes mounted on a Z-positioning stage using polyoxymethylene plastic holders. A multi-well MALDI target plate was placed on a motorized XY-positioning stage (Suruga Seiki KS211-200, Japan). An electrospray emitter passing through the capping electrode was located inside the middle cylindrical electrode. Electrospray was monitored through the slots (10 mm wide × 10–15 mm long) made on the upper part of the middle electrode by using a CCD camera (JAI Corp. CV-S3200, Japan), a 200 × optical zoom lens, and an illuminator (Edmund Optics, Stockeryale Imagelite Model 21).

The output from a syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus 11 pico plus, Holliston, MA) or a capillary LC (Agilent 1100, Palo Alto, CA) was delivered to one arm of a NanoTips Y connector (Upchurch Scientific, Oak Harbor, WA) through PEEK tubing (360-μm o.d., 75-μm i.d., Upchurch Scientific). A matrix solution was delivered to another arm of the Y connector using a syringe pump. The foot of the Y connector was linked to a conductive microfilter assembly (Upchurch Scientific, m-534) through PEEK tubing and an electrospray tip (15 and 30-μm i.d., 50 mm long, Picotips, New Objective, Woburn, MA) was connected to the opposite end of filter assembly. The electrospray voltage was applied to the filter holder with a high-voltage power supply (Bertan Series 230, Hicksville, NY). The same voltage was applied to all three focusing electrodes with another high-voltage power supply (Bertan 205B-05R). The MALDI plate was held at ground. The ion current was measured by a Keithley 485 picoammeter (Cleveland, OH).

**Mass spectrometry and data analysis.** The mass spectra were taken in reflection mode using a MALDI TOF mass spectrometer (Bruker Reflex III) equipped with a 337 nm nitrogen laser. Extraction, acceleration, and reflection voltages were set at 16.3, 20.0, and 23.0 kV, respectively. The m-over-z (Genomic Solutions) program was used for plotting and peak viewing, while the XMASS (Bruker Daltonics, Inc.) program was used for determining both the mass resolution and the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N).

**Results and Discussion**

**Performance of focused electrospray.** Geometries and potentials were first optimized by simulation using Simion 6.0 (Idaho National Engineering Laboratories, USA) under vacuum, as illustrated in Figure 1c, and then implemented on ion optics under atmospheric pressure by trial and error. A greater electrostatic gradient was required for the refraction of ions under atmospheric pressure than that under vacuum; because ion-neutral collisions dampen the ion kinetic energy. The optimized voltage applied in experiments was at least five times greater than that used in simulation. The focused spot size on the plate was visualized by forming white grains of HCCA matrix on the MALDI plate. As an example, a series of 1.3-mm white spots of HCCA matrix deposited on a 144-well MALDI plate is shown in Figure S1a in Supplementary Material (SM). Some
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measured spot sizes are listed in Table 1 as a function of geometry (A–F), tip size, applied voltage, and tip-to-plate distance (G). The spot size (d) decreases as the tip moves away from the plate. At the same tip-to-plate distance, the spot size decreases with increasing voltage relative to the MALDI plate held at ground. For all MALDI mass analysis of standard peptides, we have used the ion focusing condition presenting a 1.3 mm spot size in Table 1, where a matrix solution (5 µg µL⁻¹ of HCCA) flows through a 30-µm electrospray tip at the rate of 1.0 µL min⁻¹ with the tip holder held at a voltage 3–3.5 kV higher than the focusing electrodes. As the flow rate increases, the spot size increases due to the space charge deteriorating the focusing conditions.

**Matrix morphology.** FES yields thin layers of fine crystals hardly visible to the naked eye (Figure S1c in SM), whereas DD results in thick, coarse crystal layers on the rim (Figure S1b in SM). The sample morphology was visualized by SEM. Images were obtained by spraying an aliquot (1 µL) of a 1:1 mixture of HCCA (100 pmol µL⁻¹) and angiotensin II (1 pmol µL⁻¹) or DHB (8 nmol µL⁻¹)/bradykinin (1 pmol µL⁻¹). With HCCA matrix, FES results in crystal grains of a few micrometers in size uniformly distributed on the spot, as shown in Figures 2a and S2a, similarly to the sample morphology obtained from a mist spray condition.²⁰ Meanwhile, DD yields crystal grains of tens of micrometers in size inhomogeneously distributed on the spot, as displayed in Figures 2b and S2b. With DHB matrix, FES produces thin layers of needle-shaped crystals of tens of micrometers in length (Figures 2c and S2c in SM), whereas DD yields thick crystal bundles of several hundred micrometers long (Figures 2d and S2d in SM). Apparently, the FES deposition gives rise to a more uniform spatial distribution of crystal grains with HCCA than with DHB.

**Single FES deposition.** A mixture of HCCA (5.0 µg per spot)/angiotensin II (5.0 fmol per spot) or DHB (5.0 µg per spot)/bradykinin (1.0 fmol per spot) was deposited on a 1.3-mm sample spot by single FES. The mass spectra of angiotensin II and bradykinin shown in Figure 3 were obtained by accumulating spectra for 5 laser shots on a single point (angiotensin II) or 20 laser shots randomly rastered over a sample spot (bradykinin). In the case of angiotensin II (Figures 3a and b), the S/N ratio varies from 190 to 227 for the [M + H]⁺ peak at m/z 1046 Th with the relative standard deviation (RSD) of 7.7%. This RSD value is about eight times less than a typical RSD value of 60% from DD deposition of HCCA/angiotensin II.¹⁶ With bradykinin (Figures 3c and d), the S/N ratio varies from 28 to 42 for the [M + H]⁺ peak at m/z 1060 Th with an RSD value of 17%, which is comparable to that of 22% from DD deposition of DHB/angiotensin II.²⁶ FES greatly improves the signal reproducibility with HCCA matrix, thus employing HCCA for all of the subsequent experiments. However, single FES reaches the detection limit of 0.1 fmol per spot due to the space charge saturated by matrix ions. This space charge also deteriorates the focusing condition.

**Dual FES/FES deposition.** To circumvent the space charge problem, we separately deposited matrix and sample on the target plate, as suggested by McLeod et al.¹⁵ Under the present FES condition, 2–3 µm long HCCA crystal grains were evenly distributed on the 1.3-mm spot and the sample solution containing angiotensin II was applied over matrix grains by FES. The sample morphology by dual FES/FES mode was almost identical to that by single FES, as shown in Figure S3 (SM), because solvent evaporated fast before charged droplets arrived at the target plate. The mass spectra were obtained as a function of both the amount of peptide loaded on the spot and the number

---

### Table 1. Geometry of ion optics, focusing voltages and focused spot sizes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B (mm)</th>
<th>C (mm)</th>
<th>D (mm)</th>
<th>tip size (i.d.) (µm)</th>
<th>applied voltage (kV)</th>
<th>tip-to-plate distance G (mm)</th>
<th>spot size d (µm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹See Figure 1b, A, E, and F are fixed at 3.0, 5.0, and 20.0 mm, respectively. The base and upper diameter of the truncated cone are 48.0 and 24.0 mm, respectively. ²The length and diameter of cylindrical electrodes are the same. ³Relative to the MALDI target plate. Electrospray voltage is the voltage difference between the tip and focusing electrodes.

---

**Figure 2.** Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of HCCA (100 pmol µL⁻¹) plus angiotensin II (1 pmol µL⁻¹) deposited by (a) focused electrospray and (b) dried droplet; SEM images of DHB (8 nmol µL⁻¹) plus bradykinin (1 pmol µL⁻¹) deposited by (c) focused electrospray and (d) dried droplet.
of laser shot. The amount of peptide was serially diluted by 10-fold from 88 fmol to 0.88 amol with the amount of matrix kept at 5.0 µg per spot. The mass spectra shown in Figure 4 were obtained by accumulating for 100 laser shots randomly rastered over the sample spot. The [M + H]+ peak of angiotensin II appears strong over a wide dynamic range of sample concentration from 88 fmol to 0.88 amol per spot, presenting the S/N ratio from 698 at 88 fmol to 22 at 0.88 amol.

To further examine the detection sensitivity and linearity, we obtained the mass spectra by varying the number of laser shot from 100 to 500 in the concentration range of 880-0.88 amol per spot. The intensity of the [M + H]+ peak is plotted as a function of laser shot in Figure 5. The peak intensity increases linearly with increasing number of laser shot, even in the case of 0.88 amol of sample concentration (Figure 5a), which indicates that the detection limit is close to 0.88 amol. However, the ascending slope (Figure 5a) declines as the sample concentration decreases, suggesting that the detection sensitivity is not linear. Further, we checked the detection linearity by converting the accumulated intensity (Figure 5a) to the average intensity per laser shot (Figure 5b). The average single-shot intensity increases with increasing sample concentration on a logarithmic scale, indicating that the average intensity is also far from being linear. Although the dual FES/FES deposition greatly improve the signal reproducibility and significantly lowers the detection limit, FES alone is not suffice for absolute quantification of peptides.

Oxidation of peptide by electrospray. Lastly, we observed the oxidation of substance P deposited by FES, as shown in Figure 6. To confirm this oxidation, we first deposited HCCA (5.0 µg per spot) on the target plate by FES and then loaded substance P (1.0 pmol per spot) by either DD or FES. With DD deposition of peptide involving no electrochemical oxidation (Figure 6a), nearly 80% of substance P (m/z 1347.7 Th) is found to be intact. Notably, with FES deposition at high voltage (Figure 6b), no substance P remains intact and all peptides are oxidized, manifesting the electrochemical oxidation of methionine by electrospray.30 In addition to singly- and doubly-oxidized peaks at m/z 1363.7 and 1379.7 Th, respectively, an unknown peak at m/z 1308.5 Th appears strong. It is well known that the thioether side chain of methionine is oxidized, first to sulfoxide and subsequently to sulfone,31 as depicted in Scheme 1.

![Scheme 1](image)
Figure 6. MALDI mass spectra of substance P (1 pmol per spot) plus HCCA (5.0 μg per spot) deposited by (a) dried-droplet (DD) and (b) dual FES/FES (electrospray voltage of 4.5 kV). The mass spectra are obtained by accumulating for 100 laser shots. (c) Relative abundances of intact ([M + H]^+) singly- ([M + O + H]^+) and doubly-oxidized ([M + 2O + H]^+) substance P as well as the unknown peak (denoted by asterisk) at m/z 1308.7 Th as a function of electrospray voltage.

Thus, substance P containing methionine at the C-terminus undergoes electrochemical oxidation in solution while flowing through a 50 mm long electrospray emitter. To further examine the effect of electrospray voltage on the degree of methionine oxidation, we acquired the mass spectra of substance P as a function of electrospray voltage, the difference between the electrospray emitter holder and the focusing electrode. Relative abundances of [M + H]^+ at 1347.4 Th, [M + O + H]^+ at 1363.7 Th, [M + 2O + H]^+ at 1379.7 Th, and the unknown peak at 1308.5 Th are plotted in Figure 6c. As the relative abundance of [M + H]^+ decreases with increasing electrospray voltage from 2.0 to 4.0 kV, that of [M + O + H]^+ increases up to 3.5 kV and then declines, while those of [M + 2O + H]^+ and the peak at m/z 1308.5 Th increase simultaneously. This result suggests that both [M + 2O + H]^+ and m/z 1308.5 Th peaks derive from the same precursor [M + O + H]^+. The peak at m/z 1308.5 Th is tentatively assigned to loss of C,H,NO from [M + 2O + H]^+. Apparently, the electrospray-induced electrochemical oxidation of amino acid side chains is the shortcoming of FES deposition.

Conclusions

The focused electrospray deposition results in fine crystal grains with HCCA matrix and needle-shaped crystals with DHB matrix, thus providing a more homogeneous sample distribution with the former matrix. With HCCA, the focused electrospray produces the sample morphology similar to that obtained from a mist spray. The focused electrospray deposition significantly improves the signal reproducibility by reducing both shot-to-shot and spot-to-spot fluctuations and greatly enhances the detection sensitivity by collimating charged droplets on a sample spot. Although the electrochemical oxidation of peptides could occur in solution during electrospray at high voltage, the dual FES/FES deposition achieves the detection sensitivity at the sub-attomole level.
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